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5 jaar brustor-guarantee
An “Outdoor Living” is a high quality, aluminum, automatic sun
shading system with a precise mechanism. This construction
is particularly water repellent but complete water tightness is
not guaranteed. The construction and the aluminum louvers
resist wind speeds up to 120km/h and were CSTB tested.
The included warranty certificate contains more technical
information and tips to enjoy your BRUSTOR products for
many years. BRUSTOR products have a warranty period of
5 years. For a complete overview of the warranty, ask for our
specific sales conditions.
Exception:
- LED lighting and heaters have a 2-year warranty
- Electronics has a 3-year warranty
- The motor has a 5-year warranty
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Enjoy your garden and patio

all year round
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Experience

your holiday at home
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B150 - XL
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Expand
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your living space
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The perfect outdoor space

tailored to your home, garden and budget
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Enjoy outdoor living
with all options
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Rotating and sliding

louvres

timeless design
fitting
any style
B-600 | see page 28

Outdoor Living aS A WAY OF LIVING

With an innovative Brustor-pergola, you can enjoy outdoor living from
the early mornings until late in the evening and from the early spring
until well into autumn. You simply recreate the living room feeling in
your garden or on your terrace, and linger outside with the luxury of
the inside. You will experience small and high-quality moments every
day at home, which will feel like a real holiday. Enjoying the view,
alone, with family or with friends; in any way you want to.
The timeless design of Brustor fits any decor. Whether your style is
rather rustic or ultra-modern. The broad range of possibilities and
options will allow you to personalize your outdoor living pod down to
the tiniest detail. We hope to inspire you with this brochure…

More ideas?
Visit www.brustor.com and create your own
dream shading in your garden thanks to our 3D
simulator. And, of course, you can get in touch
with our dealers as well.
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B-128
SOMFY remote control included

Small visual adjustment,

The B-128 pergola is a minimalistic aluminum terrace cover with a sun
and rain resistant roof that uses ZIP-screen technology. The system
keeps the canvas tightly stretched with efficient tension mechanisms
in the side guides for wind resistance, so without sides flapping up. This
smooth surface and the minimal slope of 15cm/m ensures that every
drop of rain quickly flows into the invisibly integrated gutter in the front
profile.

great outcome
Water drainage through supporting posts

When closed it offers all the advantages of a real roof, when fully open
the B-128 pergola disappears and is as good as invisible. The B-128
has also a lot of LED lighting options. You can even change the height
of the roof thanks to an optional manually operated supporting pole.
More options and specifications on page 32.

• Light yet robust frame
• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
Options
• LED lighting in the side guides, the supporting posts
or under the support beam
• Possibility to manually adjust the height on one side

LED lighting options possible in the side guides, the supporting
posts or under the support beam

B-128
• Aluminum terrace cover with a rain
resistant fabric
• Canvas based on ZIP-screen technology
• Crossing possible at 1/3 from the 		
extension to max 1 m
• Poles and guides both 8 x 8 cm
Max dimensions

6x5m
Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST

RAL
7016 ST

Wide selection of watertight fabrics.
The fabric roof is held tightly into the guides thanks to the continuous tensions from the ZIP screen technology
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B-128

For more privacy, you can close the sides of the B-128 entirely with a fixed side
canvas and ZIP screen

Optional adjustable foot

In open position this light terrace roof disappears almost
completely in the decor of your patio
brustor outdoor living
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Well-considered and elegant design

meets comfort

B-150
B-150 XL
SOMFY remote control included
With the B-150 (XL) pergola you are entering the world of Outdoor
Living. The B-150 is our basic model and has a lot of functional options.
This pergola has also a manually adjustable version which doesn’t have
the LED lighting nor any other electrical option.
But with the fully automatic B-150 and B-150XL you do have several
options to choose from like LED lighting, frame-mounted screens,
heating and a rain and snow sensor. You can fully operate this version
of the B-150 (XL) from a distance with the Somfy remote control or
with your smartphone.

Optional: manual operation

More options and specifications on page 32.

• Basic model with all the advantages of a louvered roof
• Stand-alone or lean-to pergola
• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
Options
• Water drainage through the vertical posts
• Optional frame-mounted screens
B-150
• Rotating louvres of 16 cm width
• Dimmable RGB LED lighting in roof structure
• White LED lighting in louvres

Water drainage through the gutters directly in
vertical posts

B-150 XL
• Rotating louvres of 21 cm width
• Dimmable RGB or white LED lighting in louvres
and roof structure

Max dimensions (1 roof element)

6,04 m x 3,5 m (B-150)
5,95 m x 4,5 m (B-150 XL)
Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST
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B-150 / B-150XL

RAL
7016 ST

Optional frame-mounted screens
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B-200
B-200 XL
The B-200 family suits the most diverse combinations. As shelter,
stand-alone, cross- or L-shape. It is certainly the most versatile
pergola on today’s market. The ideal way to increase your living space!
More options and specifications on page 32.

Extra wide louvres

for a streamline look

Optional LED spots integrated in the frame

Direct (DOWN) and or indirect (UP) LED
lighting on the gutters is optional

Modern design without visible screws

Water drainage through the gutters directly into
the supporting posts

The integrated ZIP screen
is a vertical windproof and
insect repellent screen.
Thanks to its ingenious zip
system, the screen will be
kept perfectly in the side
guides of the supporting
poles.

Optional door profile
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B-200 XL

Possibility of coupling different modules

Possibility to add an overhang up to 2 m and up
to max. 1/3 of the surface

brustor outdoor living
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B-200
B-200XL

Your reference for

outdoor living pods

SOMFY remote control included
The B-200 (XL) with rotating louvres is definitely our finest outdoor
pod from the Brustor Outdoor Living range. Every option, application
and lean-to possibility makes part of the repertoire of the B-200 (XL).
This versatility is turning this pergola into the absolute champ of our
Brustor range.
Create your own oasis of relaxation in opposition to the daily rush. A
B-200 knows no bounds only possibilities…
More options and specifications on page 32.

• Stand-alone or lean-to module
• Coupled version possible along the width or length
• Custom-made
• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
Options
• LED spots in frame
• Indirect and direct LED lighting on gutters
• Integrated ZIP screens
B-200
• Rotating louvres of 16 cm width
• Dimmable white LED lighting in louvres
B-200 XL
• Rotating louvres of 21 cm width
• Dimmable white LED lighting in louvres

Max dimensions

7 m x 4 m (single roof)
6 m x 4,5 m (single roof)
6 m x 6 m (double roof)
7 m x 7 m (double roof with 2 extra
supporting poles)
Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST
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B-200

RAL
7016 ST

RAL
7039 ST
frame only

brustor outdoor living
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B-300
SOMFY remote control included
Entirely folded for optimal daylight

The B-300 is a highly aesthetical aluminum outdoor living space
with a waterproof PVC or Acrylic fabric (AREA+) sliding cover. The
fabric can be partially or completely opened for optimal incoming
sunlight. Unfolded, it guarantees a perfect sun shading or a shelter
against the rain. Thanks to an ingenious roof construction, the water
is drained indirectly. The B-300 can be fixed on the wall without an
extra inclination.
More options and specifications on page 32.

• Stand-alone or lean-to module
• Coupled version possible along the length
• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
Roof can stop at any position

Extra light during
mid-season

Options
• LED spots integrated in the frame
• LED lighting on the gutters UP/DOWN in white/RGB
• Integrated ZIP screens

B-300
• Sliding cover

Max dimensions

Completely closed roof

7 m x 4 m (single roof)
7 m x 7 m (double roof)
Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST

RAL
7016 ST

Wide selection of watertight
fabrics.

Optional integrated ZIP screens
24

B-300
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B-500

For
hospitality

& private sector

SOMFY remote control included
The B-500 Outdoor Living is a lean-to pergola with an inclined PVC
or acrylic roof. Because of its maximum width of 7 meter and maximum
6 m extension, this pergola is very appropriate for big terraces.
The frontal rain gutter is responsible for the water drainage. When
completely opened the folded roof is fully covered by a protection
profile, which will give the sun the opportunity to warm up your patio.

1. Possibility to integrate ZIP screens

That’s what’s making the B-500 an extremely sought-after product
for the hospitality sector. The optional integrated ZIP screens, heating
and LED lighting will keep your customers for far much longer at your
patio. Because of its clever design, the B-500 can be seamlessly
coupled along the length.

2. 
Complete profile in one piece, which
results in a modern design without
visible screws

More options and specifications on page 32.

• Lean-to or coupled module
• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
Options
• Dimmable white or RGB LED strip in fabric profile and
frame
• Direct LED lighting on gutters (DOWN)
• Integrated ZIP screens possible

3

2

1
1

B-500
• Completely rectractable
Max dimensions

Max. dimensions roof element
7 m x 6 m (1 module)

Perfect for
large terraces

Different modules can be placed
side by side

Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST
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B-500

RAL
7016 ST

3. Optional LED lighting in fabric profiles
brustor outdoor living
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13%

B-600
SOMFY remote control included
The B-600 Outdoor Living is the innovative continuation of the
proven technology of the B-200 family. Its elegant, S-shaped louvres
not only allow you to rotate, but also open to any position. With the
roof completely open, the remaining roof surface only takes a mere
13%. Ideal for an optimal light in the mid-season.
The atmosphere lighting options for the B-600 create a trendy mood
on the undulating louvered roof, while the LED spots on the L-side
provide direct and downward light.
For larger surfaces, you can couple different modules of the B-600.
A small amount of sun, a lot of sun or even a little bit of rain ... The
B-600 adapts as a real convertible!
More options and specifications on page 32.

• Regulate the perfect amount of light, sun shading and
ventilation
• LED spots on the L-side
• S-shaped louvres for a better water drainage
• Direct LED lighting op the gutters (DOWN)
• When opened the remaining roof surface takes a mere
13%

B-600
• Rotating and sliding S-shaped louvres
• Built-on screens

Max dimensions

Enjoy a

Max. dimensions of 1 module
6mx4m

maximum of sunlight

Standard colors
RAL
9016 ST

RAL
7016 ST

Optional built on screens to keep out the evening breeze
28

B-600
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Experience

unique outdoor moments

30

B150 - XL
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1

Rain and/or snow sensor

The optional rain sensor detects
the first raindrops and automatically closes the roof. A very useful
option when you are away from
home.
When it starts to snow, the sensor
automatically opens the louvres
completely (up to 90°).

OptiONS

Patio heater

customize your pergola

Black, white or anodized finish.

Do you want more comfort or to personalise your terrace
covering? Choose from our wide range of options. For
example add some LED lighting for an atmospheric effect
or a patio heater which will warm your guests on cooler
evenings.

Powerfull 2.000W heater (IP65) for fresher evenings. Multiple
patio heaters can be combined for just one module. Available
with standard or dimmable RTS receiver to operate with Telis RTS
transmitter. The dimmable version can adjust the heater to 100%,
80% or 66% of its total capacity.
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Standard or
RAL textured colours

1

rain and snow
sensor

Choose your favourite colour for your outdoor living
pod and screens to add the ultimate personal touch.
Discover all the possibilities on this page, which we provide
immediately at the installation or can also be added easily
at a later stage.

3

6

Optional pole support

For an alternative fixation, an
extra floor plate can be used
(20cm x 20cm). For an extra
solid fixation to below the patio
you are able to use a ground
anchor.

LED lighting

The Brustor Outdoor Living Pods can be equipped with a wide range of lighting possibilities. Indirect or direct, UP or
DOWN lighting or even both. Dimmable white or RGB LED strip or LED spots.
For more information about which lighting can be added to which pergola see the overview on page 37.
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Standard colour or RAL

Coloured glass fibre fabrics

The Outdoor Living is available in 2 standard
colours: RAL 7016 anthracite grey textured and
RAL 9016 textured. It is also possible to order the
frame and louvres in a different colour.
More than 200 other worthy
RAL colours are available
as an option.
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LED spots
in frame

3

OptiONs

RAL
9016 ST

RAL
7016 ST

The screens and the glass fibre fabrics have an
extended collection of colors and designs. Your
dealer will be pleased to show you the complete
collection.
Woven screens are not entirely water nor
lightproof.

Tight screens with or
without transparent crystal
windows with ZIP screen
technology

3
2

patio heater

5

7

LED strip in
louvres

frame-mounted or
integrated screen in
frame

6

pole support

Screens

Depending on the type of pergola, you are able to integrate ZIP
screens almost invisibly in the structure. Or they can even be
mounted onto the frame afterwards (B-150/B-600). Brustor can
provide windproof (ZIP) screens up to 6m width. The screens can
be equipped with transparent and windproof crystal windows with a
height of 1,21m. These transparent PVC windows are finished with 20
cm of screen fabric. The windows will increase the visual comfort.

B-200 XL see page 20
brustor outdoor living
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technical
assets

Somfy remote
control included

There is a matching transmitter according to the desired number of options
or commands, from 1 to 16 channels...
The louvered roof, the screens, the
lighting and the electric heater can be
easily operated with the transmitter or
with your smartphone.

Brustor guarantees a high degree of finishing

Sun protection customised
to your home and needs

34

technical assets

Modern design without visible screws

Perfectly integrated screens: almost invisible in
the frames

Choice between 2 widths of louvres (16 cm or
21cm)

Patented corner reinforcement in the posts
for a solid construction

Patented LED strips in louvers

Invisible and adjustable pole support in case of
unevenness
Patented
brustor outdoor living
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OptiONs AND techniCAL INFORMATION
BASICS

B128 p16

B150

p18

B150 XL

p18

Stand-alone version

Coupled roof (image)

Coupled version possible
along the width or length

Star assembly

Custom-made

Stand-alone version
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Lean-to version

aanbouwmogelijkheden

Door post beneath the
frame

Version with
overhang

Do you have certain preferences or need specific dimensions? Our outdoor living pods can be custom-made according to your specifications. Our
craftsmen have the necessary expertise to manufacture them precisely.
or een favoriete kleur. Naast de Standaardkleuren kunt u namelijk

uw luifel in elke mogelijke RAL-

p20

B300

p24

B500

p26

B600

p28

16 cm

21 cm

16 cm

21 cm

x

x

21 cm

Fabric

p

x

x

x

x

p

p

x

Sliding cover

p

x

x

x

x

p

p

p

in front profile

2 (3-4 option)

2 (3-4 option)

4

4

4

1 in front

4

Built-in roof

p

p

p

p

p

p

x

p

Lean-to / 2 posts

p

p

p

p

p

p

ja

p

Stand-alone / 4 posts

x

p

p

p

p

p

x

p

Coupling along the length

x

x

x

p

p

p

x

x

Coupling along the width

x

x

x

p

p

x

x

x

Max dimensions / 1 roof element

L 6m x B 5m

L 6,04m x
B 3,5m

L 5,95m x B 4,5m

L 7m x B 3,5m

L 7m x B 4m
L 6m x B 4,5m

L 7m x B 4m
B 4m x L 7m

L 7m x B 6m

L 6m x B 4m

Max dimensions / 2 roof elements

x

x

x

L 6m x B 6m

L 6m x B 6m

L 7m x B 7m

x

x

White textured colour RAL 9016

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Anthracite grey textured RAL 7016

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

frame only

frame only

OptiONs

B128 p16

B150

p18

B150 XL

p18

B200

p20

B200 XL

p20

B300

p24

B500

p26

B600

p28

RAL colors

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Integrated screens

x

x

x

p

p

p

p

x

Frame-mounted screens

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Manual

x

p

x

x

x

x

x

x

Dimmable white LED strip / louvres

x

yes/surcharge

yes/surcharge

p

p

x

in fabric profile

p

post / guide
& fabric support

yes/surcharge

yes/surcharge

x

x

x

p

x

x

x

p

x

p

x

in fabric profile

p

fabric support
& guide

p

p

x

x

x

p

x

Spots in structure

x

x

x

p

p

p

x

L-side

Indirect LED lighting / on gutters UP/DOWN

x

x

x

p

p

p

x

x

Direct LED lighting / on the gutters / DOWN

x

p

p

x

x

x

x

p

Indirect LED lighting

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

p

wind sensor

p

p

p

p

x

x

x

Patio heater / 2000W

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Ground anchor

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Floorplate

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Door profile

x

x

x

p

p

p

p

p

Dimmable white LED strip / structure

LEAN-TO POSSIBILITIES

B200 XL

x

Standard colour RAL 7039 textured

(depending on the type – see from page 16)
The Brustor Outdoor Living constructions are perfect to match every
installation. The applications depend on the space and use. The aluminum
systems can be used as frame only, lean-to module with 2 posts, lean-to
module with 4 posts or as stand-alone. Larger roof constructions have 2
roof elements, each with motor. These can be operated together or separately. Bigger areas can be covered by coupling the necessary elements,
along the length or width.

p20

Louvres

Gutters

Stand-alone or lean-to module, for every space
there is a tailored solution

B200

Dimmable RGB LED strip / louvres
Dimmable RGB LED strip / structure

Rain and/or snow sensor

brustor outdoor living
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Brustor
Specialists IN OUTDOOR LIVING, AWNINGS &
SCREENS
Brustor is a family business who manufactures outdoor living pods,
awnings and screens for decades. Innovation, quality and a high
level are still the key to our success. Together with our many years’
experience, we are able to respond to every demand.

LEADING COMPANY IN EUROPE

Through the years Brustor, a family business, has become a strong
player in the international market of sun protection. The in-house
production occurs in our new, 50.000m² production hall in Gullegem
(BE), from where our products are transported worldwide to 30
countries. Even our warehouse continues to grow so we are able to
supply the orders very quickly.

OUR PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Our most important capital are our employees. Highly skilled
people who always go the extra mile. Whether they are operating
machines with greatest precision, accomplishing a commercial role,
implementing installations or studying innovating techniques; each
and every one of them is an experienced, motivated, customer
oriented person with a passion for quality.

STATE-OF-THE-ART MACHINES

Top quality products demand well-oiled machinery capable of handling
the most advanced production and assembly techniques. Operated
by highly trained people, our state-of-the-art machines are the
acme of precision. High productivity guaranteed. Thanks to a modern
powdercoating system, each colour can be realised on our own site.

CE CERTIFICATE
More info or questions?
Muizelstraat 20, 8560 Gullegem, Belgium
T +32(0)56 53 18 53

All Brustor sun protection products
approve to the European quality
and safety standards.

www.brustor.com
info@brustor.com
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Contact

brustor outdoor living
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Your Brustor dealer

Muizelstraat 20 | 8560 Gullegem | Belgium
T +32 (0)56 53 18 53 | info@brustor.com

WWW.BRUSTOR.COM

